Notes to the notification of a license

Form
This form is a notification of a license, or of changes
regarding a licensing agreement. Submitting this form is
optional. It is sufficient for one of the parties to submit the
notification. The changes will only be recorded if the form is
filled in correctly. If inadequate, the license will not be
recorded and a new form must be submitted for it to be
registered. It is sufficient to send a copy of the form as long
as all the information contained therein is legible.
Documentation of the licensing agreement's validity is not
required. However, if you choose to submit documentation,
and it exceeds 15 pages, it must be submitted electronically.
Change of representative, name, address etc, must be
submitted on separate forms. These are downloadable at
patentstyret.no and must be submitted before sending in
this form.
Subject area
Indicate whether the license concerns a trademark, design
or patent. Separate forms must be submitted if the holder
wishes to record licenses for different kinds of intellectual
property rights.
Reference
To record a license, the application, registration or patent
number must be submitted. Where applicable, also state the
name of the trademark, design or patent concerned. For
trademarks, if there are no verbal elements in the
trademark, please indicate the type of mark.
Total or partial license
Check the box to indicate whether the license covers all or
parts of the right. If the license does not cover the entire
right, please specify the extent of the license in the following
ways: For trademark, state the goods and/or services for
which the license is applicable. For design, state which
design(s) in a multiple registration the license applies to.
The statements must be made in norwegian.

Date of agreement
Indicate the entering or expiration date of the agreement.
Holder/licensor
Enter the full name and address of the holder/licensor.
Please submit any customer ID the holder/licensor may
have with The Norwegian Industrial Property Office.
Representative of the holder/ licensor
If the holder/licensor has a representative, enter full name
and address. Please submit any customer ID the
representative may have with The Norwegian Industrial
Property Office.
Licensee/sublicensee
Enter the full name and address of the licensee/sublicensee.
Please submit any customer ID the licensee/sublicensee
may have with The Norwegian Industrial Property Office.
Representative of the licensee/sublicensee
If the licensee/sublicensee has a representative, enter full
name and address. Please submit any customer ID the
representative may have with The Norwegian Industrial
Property Office.
Sender and signature
This form may be signed by the licensee, the licensor or the
representative of one of the parties. A copy of the form will
be accepted as long as the information given there is clear.
Trade secrets
Trade secrets may be exempted from public disclosure. A
request for exemption must be in writing. In addition, you
must clearly mark the information in the document that you
wish to be excluded. We will then make an assessment of
whether the information may be exempted.

Scope of license
Indicate what kind of license the notification concerns. There
are three different types of licenses: An exclusive license
grants the licensee exclusive rights to exploit the intellectual
property, and excludes the licensor from exploiting the
intellectual property as long as the licensing agreement is
valid. A sole license grants the licensee an exclusive right
to exploit the intellectual property right, together with the
licensor, as long as the licensing agreement is valid. A
nonexclusive license grants the licensee a right to exploit
the intellectual property right along with all the other
licensees the licensor gives a license to.
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